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I. INTRODUCTION 

Alienation is a socio - psychological state within an individual in which he feels „no sense of belonging‟ to his 

community, group or nation. The alienated person, as described by Fromm (1963) does not experience himself as 

the centre of his world, as the creator of his own acts but acts and their consequences become his masters ,whom he 

obeys or whom he even worships. Seeman (1959) believes that the broad concept of alienation might be 

conceptualized in five fold dimensions: powerlessness, meaninglessness, normlessness, isolation, and self 

estrangement. Alienation has been treated as personality variable by many investigators.  

Alienation means separation from the group to which one belongs. It is generally expected that persons who benefit 

from the reservation policy assume more social responsibility and accountability. After availing the benefits of 

Inclusion policy, they are expected to play a vital role in the development of their community. If they alienate from 

their people, they render a disservice to them. Alienation, thus becomes inevitable. It is found that “Reservation 

Results in Alienation”(Paswan,Jaideva,2002). 

        From the above discussion, the importance of studying the feeling of alienation among reserved as well as 

unreserved categories becomes self explanatory. Despite reservation quota in all central and state government 

services, the scheduled castes have not been able to get their satisfactory representation into either of these. The 

question arises whether the special privileges granted to scheduled caste tended to foster security, self pride and self 

independence among them. Singh (1987) in his study of Jaunpur district concludes that depending so much on 

government initiative, the scheduled castes will be isolated from mainstreams of life and their personal initiative will 

be killed.  

Present paper is an attempt to explore the state of alienation in reserved as well as unreserved categories in Barara 

village as an outcome of the Inclusion policy, as it empowers the traditionally deprived and alienated sections on the 

one hand and on the other, empowered persons of the Reserved category may due to one or the other reason feel 

alienated within their own category or vis a vis General Castes‟ peoples and vice-versa.  

Objectives of the study are: to study the feeling of segregation among rural people in social and judicial areas.; to 

study the feelings of rural people about fair justice given to them; the feelings of uncertainty among general category 

and reserved category about their children‟s education, career and future; and also to study the feelings of insecurity 

among people of reserved categories with regard to income, justice, and safety. 

 

II. METHODOLOGY 
Two phases of survey has been designed for the present study. First, we have selected one village from the list of the 

villages procured from the Agra Tehsil by Lottery Method. Preliminary Survey of the selected village was carried 

out for getting basic information of the respondents. Out of a total 1333 households, a 14% sample consisting of 

188 households were selected by simple random sampling. Structured Interview schedule, and observation were 

ABSTRACT:  Alienation has been fundamental to a social system which is differentiated and segmental in 

nature. As a characteristic of modern industrial or post- industrial society, it is also present in rural society 

which has several roots. Although, the Government of India has done social engineering through the affirmative 

action, yet, its implications could not to some extent be kept on the right track. The present paper examines 

alienation among rural people, which has been caused as a result of inclusion policy. 
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used as tools of data collection. Effects of caste, education, occupation income and religion have been seen on the 

basis of statistical analysis using Chi-Square test. 

 

III. FINDINGS OF THE STUDY 

There has been a debate on extending Inclusion Policy in private and other sectors as well, similarly as there has 

been debate over continuing or stopping it. Again most of respondents feel reservation should not be given in any 

area. The findings of the study reveals the following facts: 

 

A new phenomenon of segregation of upper caste from the main stream due to reservation policy is emerging. To 

analyze real situation we have asked „Do you feel segregated from General Caste/ Reserved caste people due to 

Reservation?‟ Responses are divided as Yes, No & Don‟t Know. 

 

 Table 1 depicts that majority of all category‟s respondents feel neither segregated from  

other caste people ,nor they feel dominated by dominant caste  people . Inclusion Policy has reduced Inter – 

caste distance, thus, decreasing alienation on the basis of one‟s caste. Majority among all categories do not feel 

segregated from other castes (Table – 1,item-1). In Barara village 100% respondents replied in negative i.e. 

feeling of segregation is nil in this area. The Scheduled castes have also been passing through a phase of 

evolutionary transformation.  

Table -1 

1. DO YOU FEEL SEGREGATED FROM OTHER 

CASTE PEOPLE? Gen OBCs SCs 

MINORITIE

S* 

YES 0(0) 3(3) 2(4) 0(0) 

NO 15(100) 114(97) 48(96) 6(100) 

Total 15(100) 117(100) 50(100) 6(100) 

2. DO YOU FEEL RESERVED/DOMINATE CASTE PEOPLE DOMINATES YOU 

 

YES 4(27) 8(7) 5(10) 0(0) 

NO 11(73) 109(93) 45(90) 6(100) 

Total 15(100) 117(100) 50(100) 6(100) 

 

 

 Inclusion Policy has on the one hand reduced the alienation among the reserved categories, while on the 

other it has also led to develop alienation among the general caste people as they feel that they are being 

dominated by( Table – 1 item-2)  other caste people (27 %). Inclusion Policy has created a situation like 

“Now it is my turn”.  Persons of a particular category after reaching the higher position in an organization 

try to dominate the other caste people. Minorities are least alienated in terms of domination by other castes. 

 Alienation on the basis of caste‟s uncertainty (Table – 2, item -1) about their children‟s career and future is 

maximum among all caste‟s categories. However, General caste people form maximum ratio (20 %) who 

do not feel uncertain about any aspect of their children‟s education, career or future. Minorities (Muslim) 

are most (83 %) alienated in terms of their children‟s career and future. 

 Alienation in terms of  community‟s insecurity( Table – 2,item -2)  is maximum  ( 27 % ) among the 

general category and nil (0 % ) among the SCS, minorities form second largest ( 17 % ) group who feel 

insecure in terms of income and justice. Caste has significant bearing upon alienation of a community. 

 

                                                           TABLE 2 

 

1.YOUR COMMUNITY IS UNCERTAIN 

ABOUT THEIR CHILDREN‟S 
GENERAL OBC SC MINORITIES* 

EDUCATION 0(0) 2(2) 1(2) 0(0) 

CAREER & FUTURE 9(60) 76(65) 38(76) 5(83) 

ALL OF THESE 3(20) 34(29) 9(18) 1(17) 

NONE OF THESE 3(20) 5(4) 2(4) 0(0) 
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Total 15(100) 117(100) 50(100) 6(100) 

2. ASPECTS OF LIFE OF A COMMUNITY‟S INSECURITY 

Income 0(0) 10(9) 4(8) 0(0) 

Justice 0(0) 6(5) 2(4) 1(17) 

All of These 4(27)* 7(6) 0(0) 1(17) 

None of These 11(73)* 94(80*) 44(88*) 4(66)* 

Total 15(100) 117(100) 50(100) 6(100) 

3. YOUR COMMUNITY IS NOT FAIRLY REPRESENTED IN 

Higher Education 2(13) 24(21) 13(26) 0(0) 

Governments Jobs 7(47) 20(17) 4(8) 0(0) 

Business 2(13) 4(3) 0(0) 0(0) 

All of These 4(27) 69(59) 33(66) 6(100) 

Total 15(100) 117(100) 50(100) 6(100) 

4. FEELING THAT INCLUSION POLICY HAS BEEN FAIRLY IMPLEMENTED 

Admission 3(20) 6(5) 0(0) 0(0) 

Politics 1(7) 7(6) 3(6) 1(17) 

None of These 11(73) 102(87) 47(94) 5(83) 

Total 15(100) 117(100) 50(100) 6(100) 

5. IN WHICH FIELDS SHOULD RESERVATION BE GIVEN 

All Sectors 11(73) 114(98) 48(96) 6(100) 

None 4(27) 4(3) 2(4) 0(0) 

Total 15(100) 117(100 50(100 6(100) 

        *Data also included in OBC category 

 

  One of the major expression of alienation has been a community‟s feeling about their underrepresentation 

in various sectors. Despite inclusive policy of the government, most people among the SCs (26 %) feel 

(Table - 2, item-3) that they are underrepresented in higher education, whereas, General Caste people form 

maximum (47 %) ratio of those who feel that they are underrepresented in government jobs. SCs are most 

alienated as majority (66 %) among them feel that they are underrepresented in most sectors. Thus, 

Inclusion policy has not been able to help reduce alienation among the Scheduled caste, OBCs, and 

minorities, who are most alienated. 

 Government initiative to give representation to SCs / STs & OBCs including minorities is a positive step to 

uplift the deprived sections of society. There remains a wide gap between the policy formulation and its 

implementation. This may result into alienation of those who are included. Majority ( 94 % ) ( Table – 

2,item-4 )  SCs, then OBCs ( 87 % ) , and minorities ( 83 % ) feel that the Inclusion policy has not been 

fairly implemented in different sectors. Even the General Category constitute a fair proportion (73 %) of 

those who feel the same. 

                                                             TABLE- 3 

1. OUR COURT OF JUSTICE GIVE FAIR DECISION TO SCs/STs/OBCs/MINORITIES 

 
Strongly 

Agree 
Agree 

No 

Comment 
Disagree 

Strongly 

Disagree 
Total 

GENERAL 6(40) 0(0) 1(6.7) 7(47) 1(7) 15(100) 

OBC 35(30) 2(1.7) 15(13) 65(56) 0(0) 
117 

(100) 

SC 4(8) 1(2) 16(32) 29(58) 0(0) 50 
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 A feeling of alienation crops up when a person of a particular caste (because of his / her caste) do not get 

fair justice from the court which is represented by other than his / her own caste. SCS and OBCs feel most 

alienated (58 % & 56 %) as they disagree with the Court‟s fair judgment (Table 3, item-1). Still caste has 

significant bearing upon alienation in terms of Court‟s fair judgment. 

 Undoubtedly Inclusion Policy has improved a lot of socio, economic, and political conditions of reserved 

categories which has created a desire and need among the excluded sections of society to be included. As a 

result, many sections have started asserting for their share in the pie which is resisted by those who already 

have their major share. Majority (73 %) of general category people (Table – 3, item-2) support their 

inclusion on the contrary minorities, SCS (100 %), and OBCs (96 %) do not want General category people 

to be given reservation. This again reflects upon the degree of alienation felt by both the reserved and 

general category people. 

 

 Our cross- tab also indicates that SCs are more alienated than OBCs and they are more alienated than 

general category people. We find a significance difference in the feeling of alienation among different 

caste categories (Chi- Square = .036 < 0.05).   

                      

 From the above observations we may conclude that the Inclusion policy has reduced the inter-caste gap. 

But has not been able to reduce the feeling of alienation among various caste categories. Uncertainty about 

children‟s career and future has been a major concern with variation among different caste categories.  

 

IV. The study can be concluded as 

Inclusion Policy has many latent as well as manifest repercussions especially in creating a feeling of alienation 

among both the included and excluded sections of society. 

Although, it has reduced the Inter-caste distance between the General Category and the SCs but within the reserved, 

alienation has been increasing due to several reasons. 

One of the major reason is the legally secured position of the SCs, which causes the General Category people feel 

dominated by them thus, alienated. 

The General Caste people feel that they have no voice to defend their position. Inclusion Policy has caused 

alienation among the SCs because they feel they are underrepresented in Higher Education, but the General category 

people feel alienated because despite having acquired higher education, they do not get government jobs. 

  Socio- economic backwardness is a major cause of alienation as is the case of Included, similarly Inclusion Policy 

for the excluded. 

Among the Reserved Categories certain castes have been reaping the fruits of Inclusion Policy so they create a 

distance from their fellow caste people causing alienated. Alienation among the SCs is also caused due to their 

feeling about their underrepresentation in different sectors especially in higher education while among the General 

category in government jobs. 

I would like to reiterate that the Inclusion policy has not been able to reduce alienation not only among the SCs and 

Minorities but also among the General category people. 

INSECURITY: SCs > OBCs> Minorities> General (most insecure)   

UNCERTAINTY: General> OBCs>SCs>Minorities (most uncertain) 

UNFAIR REPRESENTATION: General>OBCs>SCs>Minorities (Most alienated) 

DOMINATION BY OTHER CASTES: Minorities>OBCs> SCs>General Category (most alienated) 

FAIR IMPLEMENTATION OF INCLUSION POLICY: SCs>OBCs>Minorities>General Category (least 

alienated) 

FAIR DECISION GIVEN BY THE COURT OF JUSTICE: SCs>OBCs>Minorities>General Category (least 

alienated)  

FAVOURING INCLUSION OF THE EXCLUDED: Minorities = SCs=OBCs> General Category 

EXTENDING INCLUSION POLICY TO OTHER SECTORS: General Category> SCs> OBCs > Minorities 

(100) 

MINORITIES* 2(33) 0(0) 1(17) 3(50) 0(0) 6(100) 

2. IS IT FAIR TO GIVE RESERVATION TO NON SCS/STS/OBCS
 

GENERAL 11(73) 4(27) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 15(100) 

OBC 0(0) 0(0) 2(2) 112(96) 3(2) 117 (100) 

SC 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 50(100) 50 (100) 

MINORITIES* 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 6(100) 0(0) 6(100) 
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Inclusion Policy has been a major cause of alienation both among the reserved and general category people. but the 

reasons  of alienation differ from one category to the other. For instance, major(three) causes of alienation of the 

general category peoples are their feeling of insecurity, their domination by the reserved category people, and in 

terms of them not getting included, In these terms they are the most alienated category. 

Minorities like the general category are equally (three causes) alienated to general category people, but on different 

grounds, such as uncertainty, unfair representation in higher education, and in government jobs, and in terms of 

extension of inclusion in other sectors as well. 

Scheduled Castes are the second most alienated category who‟s causes of alienation are the unfair implementation of 

Inclusion Policy, and unfair decision given by the Court of Justice. 

OBCs are average alienated in all respects as they form the sandwich between the General Category and the 

Scheduled Caste Category.      

In order to curve down the problem of alienation among people belonging to various categories certain policy 

reformulation and administrative reforms needs to be taken care of immediately. 
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